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ABSTRACT

This study aims to see how Gus Dur's da'wah activities with the position of President and what da'wah policies he made. This qualitative research uses historical methods and documentation as the primary data sources. The results showed that Gus Dur, who served as President from 20 October 1999 to 23 July 2001, was based on a study of policies in the form of laws and regulations he signed, some of which included da'wah policies. These da'wah policies are related to Muslim worship (Keppres 8/2001, Presidential Decree 97/2000, Presidential Decree 22/2001), human rights (UU 1/2000, Presidential Decree 12/2001, Presidential Instruction 9/2000, Presidential Decree 1/2000, Presidential Decree No. 6/2000, Presidential Decree 69/2000), separatism (Presidential Decree 27/2000, Presidential Decree 75/2000, Presidential Decree 28/2000, Presidential Decree 47/2000), and corruption (PP 19/2000, PP 71/2000). Gus Dur used his power to preach democracy and humanity as the direction of his struggle.
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INTRODUCTION

An excellent Islamic ideology will forever remain an unrealized idea and ideal if no people propagate it. One of the cores of the Islamic da'wah movement lies in the preacher. Considering how strategic the role of dai in da'wah is, many dai's qualifications are needed to support da'wah's success (Aziz, 2016: 216). Assiba'i explained the criteria for the ideal preacher as the Prophet Muhammad, namely being born of good and noble offspring, having high intelligence and sensitivity, having a solid life history, having a high sense of humanity, living with good business results, having experience and socializing wide area, and obedient to worship (Assiba'i, 1997: 43-44). K.H. Abdurrahman Wahid, according to Rosidi, is a preacher who meets the criteria as described by Assiba'i, namely integrity, knowledge, and has the ability and qualified experience (Rosidi, 2013: 485-486).

However, later, Gus Dur was called a da'wah expert who explicitly put his thoughts in da'wah science works. Gus Dur is better known as a Muslim scholar whose thoughts are dynamic, challenging, and full of 'surprises,' as well as quirky, vocal, and controversial. Emha Ainun Najib calls him a 'crazy person,' namely, a person who initiates what other people do not think about and imagines what other people do not (Wahid, 1999: 17-18).

Gus Dur's struggle began before he was at NU when he was at NU, Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs), the National Awakening Party (PKB), as well as when he was President and after he was no longer in office (Rifa'i, 2017: 57-86). Gus Dur is a figure who consistently fights for democracy in Indonesia. The concept of indigenization of Islam which was initiated by him both through writings (works in the form of articles/books) and movements (his work in the Nahdlatul Ulama/NU organization), became evidence that Gus Dur was indeed an active figure calling for goodness for changes for the better. This is in line with da'wah's nature, namely activities and efforts to change people from bad situations to be better (Aziz, 2016: 10). Change towards a life based on submission to achieve happiness in this world and the hereafter (Kusnawan & Rustandi, 2021).

According to Gus Dur, Islamic da'wah must be held to uphold or maintain the values of Islamic universalism to the community as the last and perfect heavenly religion (Wahid, 2007: 4-5). Maintaining means
maintaining and caring for existing Islamic values so that they remain upright and protect from threats that damage or disturb. Gus Dur emphasized non-textual values, therefore the function of Islamic teachings (through their fundamental values) as social ethics to guide the course of social and state life to achieve prosperity in life (Riyadi, 2021: 2). Islam has to prosper human life by developing social ethics through the most effective form of society called the state or outside the state (Wahid, 2007: 75-77).

The capital of religious belief alone is not enough as a provision for preaching. Power is also needed to oversee the journey of Amar makruf nahi munkar (Mahfud, 2015: vii). Rasulullah saw. In this regard, it is said that you should prioritize the use of before (Muslim, 1996: 69). That is, you should prioritize actions before the speech.

Based on the use of power, da'wah can be categorized into cultural da'wah when its activities are not with power (Sulthon, 2003: 27). The second form, structural da'wah, take advantage of power as a medium of da'wah. This second form is considered to be quite potential to achieve da'wah's success, but this area is still empty of enthusiasts. The causes of the lack of structural da'i include polemics (at the level of action) originating from the heterogeneity of the da'i's views on the concept of structural da'wah, thus giving birth to various structural da'wah objectives. For this reason, studies on structural da'wah need to be reproduced so that da'i are more open to the area of da'wah with this power.

Power is not the only da'wah tool that guarantees da'wah's success, but power can be used as an effective da'wah medium. Historically, the Prophet Muhammad. Proving the effectiveness of da'wah through power, namely in the Medina period. This period was seen as strengthening the spread of the message of Islam more broadly than da'wah activities in the Mecca period. In the Medina period, the Prophet Muhammad implemented Islam in the main joints of people's lives. In this period, too, Islam became the foundation in strengthening the foundation of the state (Rustandi & Sahidin, 2019).

Research on structural da'wah has been done before. For example, Farhan (2014) studied structural da'wah on the linguistic aspect. In the perspective of dramaturgy, structural da'wah language is conveyed through verbal and nonverbal messages. Another research was carried out by Tata Sukayat (2015), who took the prototype of the City of Bandung in analyzing structural da'wah through the application of the Bandung Religious public
policy. It is concluded that the structural da'wah in Bandung Religious reflects the internalization and transformation of Islamic values without the need to label Islamic law.

Research by Bambang Subandi (2019) analyzes the form of structural da'wah through disseminating messages with the theme of religious nationalism. In his research, it is concluded that religious nationalism is a form of structural da'wah appropriate for a plural and multicultural Indonesian society. Another study that took cases in several cities was carried out by Syahruddin (2020), who took the locus of the city of Palopo. Muhammad Misbahul Huda (2020) observes the structural da'wah method of a Kiai in a boarding school. In this case, KH. Ahmad Fauzan becomes a role model in analyzing this phenomenon. and research by Alfan Arifuddin and Syarif Ahmad Muzammil (2020) who took the object of study in the Pontianak Kadiriyah Sultanate. This was also done by Rasyidah (2017), who examined structural da'wah in Malaysia.

The studies above can be used as a basis for developing a discussion on structural da'wah. This study is intriguing to balance the thoughts and movements of Islamic da'wah that utilizes the strategic spaces of the state as a medium of da'wah. The researcher believes that the compatibility between cultural and structural da'wah is part of building awareness and harmonization of the spread of Islamic messages in the concept of rahmatan lil alamin. At this point, the researcher considers that the structural da'wah movement is carried out to strengthen the internalization of Islamic teachings and transform each object of da'wah to conform to the values of Islamic teachings both at the fardiyyah, ummah, and daulah levels. One of the prototypes of structural da'wah that is interesting to study is the idea and movement of KH's da'wah. Abdurrahman Wahid (Gus Dur) utilizes state policies as an effective propaganda medium.

According to Gus Dur, the struggle of Muslims does not have to prioritize the way to enter and control the government bureaucracy. Massive improvement in the life of the lower layers has become a necessity (Wahid, 1997: 251). Gus Dur had fought through power when he was officially inaugurated as President of the Republic of Indonesia on October 20, 1999. The question is whether Gus Dur used his position as the holder of power over the State of Indonesia to preach or not. Gus Dur's ascension to become President is a beautiful Muslim politics (Ilaihi, 2007: 200). Nasihun Amin calls it the "Republic of Santri". The President is a Kiai (Gus Dur), the chairman of the MPR is a Muslim intellectual (Amin Rais), even
the chairman of the DPR has no doubts about his Islamic faith (Akbar Tandjung). Assemblies, councils, factions, and other key positions are also filled mainly by Kiai or figures with religious education backgrounds (formal and non-formal). The political position at that time could be said to be strategic, but Indonesia still has not changed (Amin, 2007: 186-187).

The leadership journey of the President and Kiai is one of the valuable assets in the development of da'wah (Pimay, 2006: 44-46). This research is to discover what Gus Dur did in realizing his structural missionary goals. The purpose of da'wah is directed at the goals of the unitary state of the Republic of Indonesia, as stated in the fourth paragraph of the Preamble to the 1945 Constitution, "to protect the entire Indonesian nation and the entire homeland of Indonesia and to promote public welfare, educate the nation's life, and participate in implementing world order based on independence, eternal peace, and social justice." The research object is focused on da'wah policy, considering that policy is a government tool to regulate many things related to what is done and what is not done (Dye, 2014: 3).

This research is qualitative, casuistic, related to the discussion of Gus Dur's structural da'wah activities (Creswell, 2014: 4). Since the da'wah process studied occurred in the past, the historical method was used, namely studying the history of da'wah to formulate essential things about da'wah's journey (Abdullah, 2018: 46). The main highlight of historical da'wah research is the forms of da'wah carried out in the past and the present, which have close links with da'wah in the past (Aziz, 2016: 215) in this case, Gus Dur's structural da'wah activities.

Data collection techniques through documentation. Documentation techniques are the primary way to obtain data on Gus Dur's past structural da'wah. The research data was obtained by downloading legal product documents through the government's official website, namely http://peraturan.go.id, which is the official information channel for the Ministry of Law and Human Rights of the Republic of Indonesia, as well as the official website http://jdihn.go.id/ which the Indonesian National Law Development Agency manages. If neither of them is found, then another site owned by the Indonesian government is used.
Genealogy and Personality of Abdurrahman Wahid

His birth name is Abdurrahman ad-Dakhil (‘the conqueror’), the first son of Wahid Hasyim and Siti Solikhah. Genealogy of father and mother, both from Soichah bint Abd. Jabar bin Ahmad bin Prince Sambo bin Prince Banawa bin Joko Tingkir (Karebet) bin Brawijaya VI (Lembu Peteng). The paternal line, Abdurrahman Wahid bin Wahid Hasyim bin Muhammad Hasyim Asy’ari bin Winih bint Lajjinah bint Soichah. Mother line, Abdurrahman Wahid bin Solikhah bint Nyai Bisri Sansuri bint Hasbullah bin Fatimah bint Soichah (Rifai, 2017: 25).

Abdurrahman Wahid was born in Denanyar, Jombang, East Java, on the eighth month of the Hijri calendar. To be precise, on the fourth day, namely 4 Sya’ban 1359 or September 7, 1940, at a boarding school owned by his maternal grandfather, Kiai Bisri Syansuri. For some reason, his birth date was recorded as of September 4, 1940, as the date usually commemorated as the birthday of his lifetime (Barton, 2011: 25). Like the pesantren culture, Abdurrahman Wahid, who incidentally is the son of a Kiai, so is familiarly called 'Gus,' Gus Dur.

Little Gus Dur grew and developed in the pesantren environment. Gus Dur, when he was about four years old, around the end of 1944, accompanied his father, Wahid Hasyim, to Jakarta. They live in a neighborhood crowded with businesses, professionals, and politicians. While in Jakarta, Gus Dur was often with and accompanied his father, who served as Minister of Religion and went to meetings (Barton, 2011: 43). After his father died, as the eldest son, he was expected to follow in his footsteps.

Gus Dur studied with K.H. Ali Ma’shum at the al-Munawwir Krapyak Islamic Boarding School, Yogyakarta. Gus Dur finished elementary school in 1954 and continued at the Junior Economics High School (SMEP) until he graduated in 1957. After that, he started studying at Islamic boarding schools. Tegalrejo Magelang was nurtured by Kiai Khudori until the middle of 1959. While in Jogja and Magelang, he began to devour readings about European social thought and English, French, Russian novels, in which humanity was the theme that caught his attention. Gus Dur continued to study until 1963 under Kiai Wahab Chasbullah at Islamic boarding school, Jombang rice pond. This madrasa belonging to the pesantren is where Gus Dur started teaching. This is also where Gus
Dur met Nuriyah, who would later become his wife. In November 1963, with a scholarship from the Ministry of Religion, Gus Dur continued his education at the Syari'ah Faculty, Al-Azhar University, Cairo, Egypt. While in Cairo, Gus Dur served as a student leader at the Indonesian Embassy. For some reason, Gus Dur did not finish his studies, then moved to the Faculty of Adab, Department of Arabic Literature, Baghdad University, Iraq, in 1966. Gus Dur served as chairman of the Indonesian Student Association. After completing his studies in the mid-1970s, he chose the Netherlands, Germany, and France as a place of study. Due to specific reasons, in mid-1971, he returned to his homeland without continuing his studies (Barton, 2011: 87-112).

Gus Dur married on July 11, 1968 to Sinta Nuriyah. They have four daughters, first Alissa Qotrunnada Munawaroh, second Zannuba Arifah Chafsoh, third Annita Hayatunnufus, and lastly Inayah Wulandari. The day before the 27th birthday of his youngest daughter, Gus Dur died in Jakarta on Wednesday, December 30, 2009 (Rifai, 2017: 41-49).

This family background and social life led Gus Dur to have a holistic and comprehensive thought in interpreting Islam as a way of life in various aspects of life. His educational background makes Gus Dur a person who respects differences. Gus Dur became a figure who displayed the attitudes and views of a Muslim's life as a person, household leader, social leader, and state leader. Gus Dur's leap of thought was experienced because his deepening in contact with various traditions, starting from traditionalism in Islamic boarding schools, Islamism, Arab nationalism and socialism, Eastern and Islamic philosophy, as well as Western philosophy and social science, had greatly influenced and shaped the eclectic character of Gus Dur's thought (Taufani, 2018). The intersection with heterogeneous cultural diversity made Gus Dur an open and tolerant person. In this case, Gus Dur strengthened national plurality with the concept of diversity and religiosity. On the one hand, Gus Dur became a person who believed in his religion fundamentally and strongly. On the other hand, Gus Dur accommodated the philosophical values of the state contained in Pancasila (Barton, 2011).

This has become Gus Dur's capital in unraveling the path of structural transformation of Islamic da'wah. Where Gus Dur utilizes the strategic space of the state as an effort to strengthen Islamic values in the context of the state, this was done by Gus Dur through the formulation and stipulation of public policies, which were poured into various laws and
Structural Da'wah Activities Through Da'wah Policies

The mandate of the Qur'an in Surah Ali 'Imran/3: 104 regarding the obligation to preach is the basis that one of the functions of the government is as an organizer or executor of da'wah (Riyadi, 2014: 113). The political aspect of a crucial position in the government should be a field for da'wah. Politics is closely related to decision-making and policymaking in a country, especially a democratic country like Indonesia.

Political power, concerning da'wah and the religion of Islam, has two sides at once. Politics can be a tool to accommodate the values of Islamic teachings in a policy. Politics can also be a threat that can give birth to policies not under Islamic law, likewise with the continuity of da'wah. Politics can sometimes be a tool of da'wah that facilitates the delivery of da'wah messages to recipients. Politics is simultaneously an obstacle to the continuity of da'wah with the power of prohibition that can be made.

Between political power and da'wah, they should go hand in hand in one view of goals that are not contradictory. Da'wah actors would be better off if they became political actors or leaders who can determine state policy. Such a da'i has direct control over the various policies formed so that the preacher can move with the action, not only with words or heart.

According to Gus Dur, religious leaders should play a more dominant role as leaders in society. They should prioritize the welfare of the people they lead. The success of a leader is measured by the effectiveness or benefits of their policies or actions for the benefit of the community (taṣarruf al-imām 'alā ar-rā'iyati maniṭūn bil maṣlaḥah) (Wahid, 2006: 276).

The interests of the community championed by the leader are the general public as a whole, as did President Gus Dur. The da'wah policies taken are not only fighting for the group's interests, ethnicity, or religion, namely Islam. The values that became the basis of Gus Dur's struggle were the values of monotheism, humanity, justice, equality, liberation, simplicity, brotherhood, chivalry, and local wisdom. These values are manifested in the form of da'wah policies.

Gus Dur's policies in accommodating the worship interests of Muslims, policies in upholding human rights, policies in fighting for unity and integrity by fighting separatism, as well as his policies in eradicating the
theft of state wealth or corruption, are tangible results as a result of his power as President of the Republic of Indonesia. This policy is proof that Gus Dur used peace and humanity in his role as a messenger of Islamic teachings with a position of power as President.

Structural da'wah activities through da'wah policies can be understood as public policies that partially or wholly regulate/relate to da'wah's interests in particular or the religion of Islam in general and impact the religious life of Muslims. Gus Dur made his da'wah activities through da'wah policies by utilizing his power as President in legislation, namely regulating statutory regulations as a medium for preaching. Gus Dur's da'wah policy as a form of structural da'wah activity consisted of regulations in the form of laws, government regulations in place of laws, government regulations, presidential decrees, and additional presidential instructions.

Structural da'wah is an effort to transform Islamic values into the public sphere. Practically, efforts are made through compromise and negotiations that can bring win-win solutions without impacting conflict or even violence. Structural da'wah is a strategic transformation that can display the image of Islam as a universal and just teaching, not only internally for Muslims but also all human groups (Sukayat, 2015). This is what Gus Dur did while serving as President of the Republic of Indonesia in diffusing Islamic values in the state space.

Universal Islamic values become the material for da'wah in the public policy space. The symbiotic paradigm of da'wah is seen as strengthening the efforts of Amar maruf nahi munkar. The state and nation are fundamental structural da'wah institutions and significantly impact the dissemination of Islam in Indonesia (Subandi, 2019). This view states that the state is a space for sowing nationalism, wherein the context of da'wah, religious nationalism becomes a strategy in mapping out structural da'wah (Calhoun, 1997; Sekulic, Massey, & Hodson, 2006).

**Structural Da'wah Strategy Through Legislation**

Strategy is understood as all efforts to deal with specific goals to obtain maximum results. Da'wah strategy means an overall approach related to the implementation of ideas or ideas and planning and implementing da'wah activities. Structural da'wah strategy here means planning containing a series of Gus Dur's da'wah activities designed to achieve structural da'wah goals. In this case, the strategy relates to efforts to carry out Islamic da'wah activities that are planned, measured, and directed. The
systems approach views da'wah as a structure that includes systemic components that are bound, connected, and networked (Rustandi & Hanifah, 2019; Kusnawan & Rustandi, 2021).

Abdurrahman Wahid’s structural propaganda strategy with the position of President of the Republic of Indonesia can be reviewed based on Article 4 Paragraph (1) of the 1945 Constitution, stating that "The President of the Republic of Indonesia holds governmental power according to the Constitution." The President is the head of government in the Republic of Indonesia.

The government is known to contain two aspects, namely formal and material. Government in the formal sense contains the power to regulate and the power to decide, while in the material sense, it contains elements of governing and implementing elements. This regulatory power implies that the government has the power to form regulations. The President, the holder of government power who has regulatory power, has the right to form laws and regulations needed to administer the government (Soeprapto, 2002: 61-63).

Legislation is the only regulation with legal force and binding with a broad/general scope. This can be reviewed in the Legislation according to Law Number 15 of 2019 concerning Amendments to Law Number 12 of 2011. The types and hierarchies of the laws and regulations in effect during the Gus Dur era were different from today. Items of Presidential Decree that were in effect during the Gus Dur era have now been changed to Presidential Regulations. Regional Regulations are divided into Provincial Regulations and Regency/City Perda. Hierarchy of Legislation in the era of President Gus Dur based on MPR Decree Number III/MPR/2000, namely the 1945 Constitution, MPR Decrees, Laws, Government Regulations instead of Laws, Government Regulations, Presidential Decrees, and Regional Regulations.

The existing laws and regulations under the authority of the President as the executor of the government based on the provisions in the 1945 Constitution consist of Laws/UUs (Article 5 Paragraph (1): "The President has the right to submit Draft Laws to the House of Representatives"), Government Regulations Substitute Law/Perppu (Article 22 Paragraph (1): "In the case of compelling urgency, the President has the right to stipulate a Government Regulation instead of Law"), Government Regulation/PP (Article 5 Paragraph (2): "The President determines Government Regulations to carry out the Law properly"), as well as Presidential
Decrees/Keppres or Presidential Regulations/Perpres (Article 4 Paragraph (1): "The President of the Republic of Indonesia holds governmental power according to the Constitution").

All da'i cannot carry out structural da'wah strategies through statutory regulations. Only certain da'i can be directly involved in making regulations and have the power to ratify, revoke, or cancel these regulations, including the President. As the fourth President of the Republic of Indonesia, Gus Dur is considered to have used his power to preach, one of which was to use his power in the field of legislation to regulate religious life and the interests of Muslims, as well as to spread the message of da'wah or Islamic teachings.

Da'wah through Legislation can be categorized as da'wah through writing (bil kitābah) because the form of the regulation is written on the State Gazette paper. Statutory regulation is divided into four major parts: naming, opening, body, and closing. First, naming, containing a brief description of the contents of the statutory regulations preceded by the mention of the type, number, and year of formation, and a short sentence that reflects the contents of the statutory regulations. Second, the preamble consists of three main parts: the considerations (reasons/considerations), the legal basis for the formation, and the Legislation title.

Third, the body contains the formulations, which are the content of the legislation consisting of chapters, articles (units of reference), and paragraphs. Each body contains general provisions, regulated material provisions, criminal provisions, transitional provisions, and closing provisions. Fourth, closing is the final part of a statutory regulation consisting of the formulation of promulgation orders, ratification, promulgation, signing of the authorized official, and mention of the relevant State Gazette (Soeprapto, 2002: 157-167).

Regarding the regulations, Rasulullah saw. A Muslim leader with power has used regulations as a medium for Islamic struggles, such as the example of regulations reflected in the Hudaibiyah Agreement of 628 AD. This agreement regulates the relationship between Muslims and the Quraysh. The wisdom is that the da'wah of the Prophet is getting more comprehensive to all corners of the world (Fatimah, 2009: 75). Structural da'wah through statutory regulations is a necessity that is legal to do as long as you are able and have the opportunity.

Through this regulation, Da'wah is carried out to build negotiations and strategies for state da'wah. Historically, the concept of negotiation
carried out by the Prophet Muhammad in the phase of the Islamic da'wah struggle was carried out to strengthen the diffusion of Islamic values. The historical perspective views the diversity of negotiating charters such as the Hudaibiyyah agreement and the Medina Charter as authentic evidence of the da'wah bil Kitabah carried out by the Prophet Muhammad in mapping the message of Islam (Rustandi & Sahidin, 2019). This is what strengthens the Prophet Muhammad's position as the leader of the people's preference. Leaders who lead their groups and are human leaders who are role models for anyone.

**Structural Da'wah Methods Through Da'wah Policies**

The method is a continuation of the strategy, which is a method that can be used to implement a strategy in order to facilitate the implementation of an activity in order to achieve the specified goals. The da'wah method, in this case, is the fastest and most appropriate way to implement the da'wah strategy. The da'wah method according to the Qur'an in Surah An-Naḥl verse 125 consists of (a) the method of wisdom, namely preaching with wisdom; (b) the lecture method, namely preaching with good words or advice; and (c) the method of debate or discussion, namely preaching with a two-way communication method between the da'i and the madh'ū. Another method, namely through example (dakwah bil hal) to preach with good actions/deeds exemplified by the preacher (Riyadi, 2020: 147).

Gus Dur's structural da'wah method was carried out by formulating laws and regulations with his position as head of government (President). This is done by making or passing laws stipulating Perppu, PP, and Presidential Decrees. Gus Dur, during his tenure as President of the Republic of Indonesia from October 20, 1999, to July 23, 2001, as far as investigations have been found, has formed many 593 statutory regulations and 17 other regulations.

The first regulation is in law, totaling 51 laws. Gus Dur ratified 38 laws in 2000, namely Laws Number 1 to Number 38 of 2000. 13 laws were enacted in 2001, namely Laws Number 1 to Number 13 of 2001. These laws constitute policies in law, economy, politics, socio-culture, and regional development.

The second regulation is in Government Regulations instead of Law, namely three Perppu signed by Gus Dur in 2000. The Perppu are Perppu Numbers 1 to Number 3 of 2000. The three Perppu are policies that regulate the economic sector.
The third regulation is a Government Regulation of 219 PP. Gus Dur enacted 5 PPs in 1999, namely PP No. 95 to No. 99 of 1999. A total of 155 PPs were enacted in 2000, namely PP No. 1 to No. 155 of 2000. 59 PPs were enacted in 2001, namely PP No. 1 to No. 59 of 2001. All these PPs regulate the fields of law, economy, politics, education, socio-culture, regional development, and natural resources, and the environment.

The fourth regulation is a Presidential Decree of 320 Keppres. Gus Dur issued 47 Presidential Decrees in 1999, namely Presidential Decrees No. 132 to No. 178 of 1999. A total of 183 Presidential Decrees were issued in 2000, consisting of Presidential Decrees No. 1 to No. 181 of 2000 and Presidential Decrees No. 241/M and No. 289/M of 2000. 90 Presidential Decrees were issued in 2001; namely, Presidential Decrees Number 1 to 90 of 2001. These Presidential Decrees regulate all fields of development, namely law, economy, politics, religion, education, social culture, regional development, natural resources, the environment, and defense and security.

A total of 17 regulations in the form of Presidential Instructions were issued by Gus Dur, namely two Presidential Instructions in 1999 (Inpres Number 15 and Number 16 the Year 1999). 9 Presidential Instructions were issued in 2000, namely Presidential Instruction No. 1 to No. 9 of 2000. 6 Presidential Instructions were issued in 2001, namely Presidential Instruction No. 1 to No. 6 of 2001. These Presidential Instructions are policies in the economy, politics, socio-culture, natural resources, and the environment. Life.

A total of 593 laws and regulations were formed by Gus Dur, primarily regulating problems in the economic sector (208 regulations) and politics (212 regulations). This is undeniable, considering that Gus Dur's reign was a period of transition from the old order to reform. Not to mention domestic problems related to state administration and security.

Gus Dur's structural da'wah method through da'wah policy, in this case, means making laws and regulations that impact or regulate the religious life of Muslims or contain the interests of Muslims and the Islamic religion. The da'wah policy regulates matters of worship, namely related to the implementation of zakat and hajj and matters of muamalah.

Gus Dur's other da'wah policy was the implementation of da'wah messages to address various issues facing his government, such as democratization, human rights, separatism, and corruption. The da'wah policies made are contained in various types of statutory regulations such as laws, government regulations, presidential decrees, presidential
instructions, and other laws.

**Da'wah Techniques through Laws, Perppu, PP, Presidential Decrees, and Presidential Instructions**

Technique means method or system of doing something (KBBI). Here, the da'wah technique means the implementation steps or how to implement Gus Dur's structural da'wah method. A technique is a practical explanation of a concept called a method. Da'wah techniques depend on da'wah methods, such as the lecture method, preparation, delivery, and closing techniques.

Gus Dur's structural da'wah technique with the da'wah policy method consists of stages or procedures that a President must carry out in making laws and regulations as applicable rules. Both Laws, Perppu, PP, Presidential Decrees, and Presidential Instructions, each have different manufacturing procedures.

First, the Law is a statutory regulation established by the DPR with the joint approval of the President. This is stated in Law Number 15 of 2019, Amendments to Law Number 12 of 2011 concerning the Establishment of Legislation, Article 1, Number 3. Laws are the only regulations that the President cannot decide unilaterally. This means that there must be approval from another party, namely the DPR. In terms of making laws, the President shares authority with the legislature. The core stages of law formation consist of three main processes: preparing the Draft Law by the President of the DPR/DPD and obtaining the approval of the DPR. The process of ratification by the President was followed by promulgation by the Ministry of Law and Human Rights (Soeprapto, 2002: 134).

Second, Government Regulations instead of Laws, namely Legislations established by the President in compelling urgency. Law Number 15 of 2019, Amendments to Law Number 12 of 2011 concerning the Establishment of Legislation, Article 1, Number 4 references in this matter. Forming a Perppu consists of two stages, namely the stage of preparing the Draft Perppu and the stage of ratification by the President followed by promulgation by the Ministry of Law and Human Rights. The initiative to make the Draft Perppu can be from the Minister, the Head of a Non-Ministerial Government Institution, or the President's initiative. Due to the temporary validity period of the Perppu, after being promulgated, the Perppu must immediately be submitted to the DPR in the
subsequent trial for approval. If the DPR agrees, the Perppu will be promulgated into law. If the DPR refuses, the Perppu will be revoked or no longer valid. As in Law Number 15 of 2019, Amendments to Law Number 12 of 2011 concerning the Establishment of Legislation, Article 52.

Third, Government Regulations, namely Legislations decided by the President to carry out the Law as it should be. As in Law Number 15 of 2019, Amendments to Law Number 12 of 2011 concerning Formation of Legislation, Article 1, Number 5. The process of forming a PP consists of two stages: making the Draft PP and ratification by the President and by the Ministry of Law and Human Rights. Before the President stipulates that the Draft PP becomes a PP, a response is first requested from the relevant authorized officials. After being assessed as reasonable and appropriate, the President will then sign it as a sign of ratification (Soeprapto, 2002: 154).

Fourth, a Presidential Decree that is regulating is made by the President to carry out his functions and duties in the form of regulating the implementation of state administration and government administration. This can be reviewed in the Decree of the People's Consultative Assembly Number III/MPR/2000, Sources of Law and Order of Legislation, Article 3 Paragraph (6). The Presidential Decree is a statutory regulation that is the authority of the President in running the government. Forming the Presidential Decree consists of two stages, namely the stage of making the Draft Presidential Decree and the stage of ratification by the President and the promulgation by the Ministry of Law and Human Rights (Soeprapto, 2002: 156).

Fifth, Presidential Instructions, namely orders from superiors to individual subordinates, concrete, and once completed (final, einmahlig) so that they cannot be classified in-laws and regulations (wetgeving) or policy regulations (beleidsregel, pseudo-wetgeving). The Presidential Instruction cannot bind everyone as statutory regulations. However, it can only bind Government officials whose position is under the President or assistants for implementing government administration, such as Ministers and Heads of Non-Departmental Government Institutions (Soeprapto, 2005: 6).

Gus Dur's technique for implementing the da'wah method through da’wah policies in the form of statutory regulations is to go through the procedural stages that the President must carry out in forming statutory regulations. The rules for forming Legislation in the era of President Gus Dur were set based on the procedures in Presidential Instruction No.

During the Gus Dur administration, the Presidential Decree was still a legal product with the sixth legal force in the Indonesian laws and regulations hierarchy based on MPR Decree Number III/MPR/2000 concerning Legal Sources and Ordering Legislation. The hierarchy of laws and regulations based on Article 2 of MPR Decree Number III/MPR/2000 is the 1945 Constitution; MPR Decree; Constitution; Government Regulation instead of Law; Government regulations; Presidential decree; and Regional Regulations. This means that a President has the opportunity to use his authority to the maximum extent possible to realize the goals of the state and the interests of the Indonesian people. President Gus Dur was among those who took this step, which during his tenure established 320 Presidential Decrees for various fields of development, including the field of religion, which accommodates the interests of Muslims in matters of worship and muamalah.

Based on Article 7 Paragraph (1) of Law Number 12 of 2011 concerning the Establishment of Legislative Regulations, Presidential Decrees are no longer included in Legislation, replaced by Presidential Regulations (Perpres). Types and hierarchy of laws and regulations based on Article 7 Paragraph (1) of Law Number 12 of 2011 concerning the Formation of Legislations consisting of the 1945 Constitution, MPR Decrees, Laws, Laws/Government Regulations instead of Laws, Government Regulations, Presidential Regulations, Provincial Regulations, and Regency/City Regional Regulations.

Presidential Decrees are legal norms that are concrete, specific, or individual, once completed. The contents of the presidential decree generally apply to certain parties or persons mentioned in the presidential decree only. Perpres is recognized as a statutory regulation stipulated by the President to carry out orders in higher laws and regulations or to carry out government powers. The position of the Presidential Decree in several respects based on Article 100 of Law 12/2011 can be similar to that of the Presidential Decree, namely when the Presidential Decree that existed before the enactment of Law 12/2011 and is regulatory is still interpreted as regulation as long as it does not conflict with the Law.

The binding legal force is one of the plus points for making the Legislation a structural da'wah path. The higher the position or the power of regulations before the law, of course, the better and more effective to
accommodate the message of da'wah in it. Dai or the fundamental preacher in this matter is the President himself who holds a position or position that is quite strategic regarding the formation of laws and regulations.

Abdurrahman Wahid Structural Da'wah Tactics
Da'wah tactics are Gus Dur's style in applying structural da'wah techniques and methods. Each preacher certainly has a different tactic, meaning that it is flexible depending on the recipient of the da'wah being faced, the circumstances, and other internal and external factors to the preacher. The same method may be applied with different tactics by different preachers. The Qur'an explains dichotomous tactics, tactics to cheer up-scare, command good-prevent evil, freedom-of attachment, and firm-soft (Wigati, 2019: 307).

Gus Dur's structural da'wah tactic with procedural techniques for forming laws and regulations governing Islamic da'wah is to issue policies in the form of legislation to convey da'wah messages with the style or characteristic of Gus Dur's thinking, which becomes his character or identity. The main characteristics or things that become the central values of Gus Dur's struggle are the nine values of monotheism, humanity, justice, equality, liberation, simplicity, brotherhood, chivalry, and local wisdom. Gus Dur's tactics in shaping policy products, both general and da'wah policies, appear to be by prioritizing the contents of the nine central values.

CONCLUSION

Based on the discussion of this research, it can be concluded as follows: Abdurrahman Wahid or Gus Dur's structural da'wah activities in 1999-2001 with the position of power as President of the Republic of Indonesia, among others, made da'wah policies. One form of Gus Dur's da'wah policy is legislation in the form of laws, government regulations instead of laws, government regulations, presidential decrees, and presidential instructions.

The da'wah messages conveyed by Gus Dur through the legislation included the themes of Muslim worship, Human Rights (HAM), separatism, and corruption. First, Muslim worship was also regulated by President Gus Dur, namely the worship of zakat (Keppres 8/2001) and hajj (Keppres 97/2000, Keppres 22/2001). Second, related to human rights, Gus Dur tried to take action against human rights violations experienced by children (UU 1/2000, Presidential Decree 12/2001), women (Inpres 9/2000), minority groups, and discrimination such as victims of G 30
S/PKI (Inpres 1/2000), ethnic Chinese (Keppres 6/2000), and groups of banned organizations (Keppres 69/2000). Third, the issue of separatism which has created conflicts, such as what happened in Aceh (Keppres 27/2000, Keppres 75/2000) and East Timor (Keppres 28/2000, Keppres 47/2000), has also become an area of Gus Dur’s da’wah with his media policies. Fourth, the corruption case, an act of theft, attempted to crush Gus Dur by involving the community directly (PP 19/2000, PP 71/2000).
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